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Bowie, MD


											
												
													Have had many cars serviced here over the years and won't take my car anywhere else. Their work is always top notch and they never try to sell me something I don't need. Always a pleasure to deal with!! 

												


												Dottie Scherer
, 04/18/2022
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Bowie, MD


											
												
													This was my first visit to AutoTech and it will not be my last.  The experience was great from the greeting to my pick up.  The staff was very professional and courteous.  My Audi Q7 purrs like a kitten thanks to the service performed today.  I highly recommend AutoTech of Bowie.  

												


												Kim
, 02/16/2022
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						join our team


						We are currently on the lookout for the following:	
				
	Technicians



							click here
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Autotech Car Care

      


	Auto Repair Services









						David Zimmerman

						
15711 Annapolis Rd
Bowie, MD 20715

					
	
						

							301-464-9200

						
					








Call today at 301-464-9200 or come by the shop at 15711 Annapolis Rd, Bowie, MD, 20715. Ask any car or truck owner in Bowie who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Autotech Car Care.
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